
Dr. Venessa Marie Perry is Chief Relationship Strategist, Founder and the 
woman behind LoveWrite, a platform dedicated to changing the way we see, 
seek and experience love.

Venessa has dedicated her career to helping women and men recognize their 
past relationship errors and ultimately rewrite the script on their own love 
story. From her no-holds-barred approach to identifying her clients’ 
relationship-finding “wrongs” to her proven methodology rooted in the 
science of psychology, Venessa is the pragmatic
voice of reason the industry has been missing.

Her approach to finding love is rooted in her personal value system and 
driven by the idea that “love is an action, not an emotion.” For Venessa, that 
action should begin with one’s personal faith at the cornerstone of their 
quest to finding love.

In her newest book, Venessa compiles short stories on love and spirituality 
from 13 women who have learned through trial-and- error, and also through 
self-reflection, how to find and experience love, the right way.
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LoveWrite signature experiences and products are an extension of 
Dr. Venessa Marie Perry’s thinking, the lessons learned from her own love 
journey, and her desire to affect positive changes in the hearts and minds of 
those looking to turn a new chapter on their lives’ book of love.

REWRITING THE script 
ON LOVE’S STORY.

LEARN TO 
LOVE(W)RITE
JOIN THE GROUP COACHING PROGRAM
Dr. Venessa Marie Perry guides women and men through an 8-week 
self-study coaching program dedicated to “writing love’s wrongs” in a safe 
and encouraging group setting.  Attendees will walk away with a new sense of
accountability, ready to take the appropriate action toward finding love.

BOOK VENESSA TO SPEAK
Venessa is available for speaking engagements and workshops at your next
relationship industry event. Signature topics include:

WRITING LOVE’S WRONGS: A journey toward transformation through 
self-reflection and personal acknowledgement of past relationship mistakes.

FILLING YOUR CUP FIRST: A discovery session on the importance of 
prioritizing self-love.

LOVE IS AN ACTION, NOT AN EMOTION: An awakening on the real meaning 
of love and how it is demonstrated in healthy relationships.

GET ONE-ON-ONE ATTENTION
For individuals looking for more specialized attention, LoveWrite’s
methodology of relationship reflection offers a personalized approach to
behavior transformation.
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